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Scientist 
Resources: 

● The Webelos book has a lot of resources for this 
● We have printouts of the activities from boyscouttrail.com 

 
Notes: 

● We cover part of the Weather Belt Loop each day (part of the scientist requirements) 
● Then we focus on scientist activity pin requirements 
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Scientist Day 1 
Setup/things to have on hand: 

● Ensure weather station is in place and operating 
● Printouts of Bernoulli’s principle and Pascal's Law 
● Scissors 
● Tape 
● Ruler 
● Lots of extra paper (blank) 
● Paper clips 
● Two 5 gallon buckets 
● Straws 
● Water bottles  
● Clay 
● Alka-Seltzer 
● Film canisters (or other small container that seals) 

 
Activities: 

1. Weather BL requirement 2. Set up a simple weather station to record rainfall, 
temperature, air pressure, or evaporation for one week. 

a. Activity: Show the boys the weather station, give each a Weather BL worksheet, 
and have them measure the weather and write it on the worksheet. 

b. Have them write their name and group on the top of the worksheet.  Collect them 
(they will keep them on Friday). 

2. Severe weather review: ask the boys if they know what to do if there is a severe weather 
event while at camp. Review the plans to get into a shelter if necessary.  Ensure they 
stay with their buddy and don’t panic. 

3. Scientist 1. Read Bernoulli's Principle. Show how it works.   
a. Activity: Hand out paper to each scout with the principle stated on it.  (This can 

turn into their airplane later).  Have one of the boys read it out loud.  Then say 
you are going to do lots of experiments to demonstrate it. 

b. Activity: Paper Strip Experiment: Have each boy cut a piece of paper to around 
2" by 6" (you don’t need a ruler, just approximate). Hold the narrow end, with the 
other end hanging down, in front of your mouth and blow across the top. Most 
people think the paper should go down as you blow across the top but 
surprisingly the paper rises up. (boyscouttrail.com)  Why does this happen?  
Have them discuss how this relates to Bernoulli’s principle by looking at the 
written version of it again. 

c. Activity: Paper Wing Experiment: Have each boy cut a 4" by a 8 1/2" piece of 
paper and fold it in half. Tape the narrow edge one inch from opposite edge so 
that a wing with a flat bottom and curved top is formed. Slip a ruler through the 
wing loop end opposite the taped end with the curved side up. Now, blow directly 
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at the folded part. The wing should rise up. (boyscouttrail.com).  Have them 
discuss how this relates to Bernoulli’s principle by looking at the written version of 
it again. 

d. Activity: Using what they know now, have the boys make and fly paper airplanes. 
Compete for the highest flight and the farthest flight.  They can use paper, tape 
and paper clips. 

4. Scientist 2. Read Pascal's Law.   Tell about some inventions that use Pascal's law. 
a. Activity: Put two clean and dry 5 gallon buckets inside each other.  Pull them 

apart (it should be easy).  Now wet the buckets slightly and try again.  This 
should be MUCH harder. This is an application of Pascal’s law. 

b. Activity: When you drink something with a straw, do you suck up the liquid?  No! 
What happens is that the air pressure inside the straw is reduced, so that the air 
outside the straw forces the liquid up the straw.  To prove this fill a bottle with 
water, put a straw into the bottle, and then seal the top of the bottle with clay, 
taking care that the straw is not bent or crimped.  Have one of the boys try to 
suck the water out of the bottle.  They can't do it! Remove the clay and have the 
boy put two straws into his mouth.  Put one of the straws into the bottle of water 
and the other on the outside.  Again he'll have no luck in sucking water out of the 
bottle.  The second straw equalizes the air pressure! (boyscoutrail.com) 

c. Activity: Have the boys make and launch antacid rockets in the small clear 
containers.  Put the antacid in the container with a little water and seal tightly.  
Shake slightly and put them upside down (lid down).  Place it away from other 
boys and step back.  Do this once yourself first so they understand!  Ensure they 
don’t do it near each other.  Have them wear safety glasses!   
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Scientist Day 2 
 
Setup/things to have on hand: 

● Ensure weather station is in place and operating 
● Their weather beltloop worksheets (save from previous day, organize by group) 
● Printouts of Newton's first law of motion 
● Blank Paper 
● Markers 
● Bucket 
● Pennies 
● Paper cups (or boy scout mugs!) 
● Water 
● Index cards 
● 2L bottles 
● Water bottles 
● Straws 
● Can opener 
● Empty cans 

 
Activities: 

1. Weather BL: 2. Record weather 
d. Activity: have them measure the weather and write it on the worksheet. 
e. Collect the worksheets. 

2. Weather BL 1. Make a poster that shows and explains the water cycle. 
a. Activity: Discuss the water cycle and draw a poster.  They keep their posters. 

3. Scientist 3. Read Newton's first law of motion.   Show in three different ways how inertia 
works. 

a. Activity: Hand out paper with Newton’s first law of motion on it (we will use the 
paper later) 

b. Activity: Fill a bucket with water.  Swing it around your head.  Why don’t you get 
wet? 

c. Activity: Drop a penny into a bottle (from Webelos book). Put a penny on top of  a 
card then on top of a bottle or on top of a jar. Flick or snap the card. What 
happens to the penny? Inertia should send it to the bottom of the jar while the 
card go sideways. 

d. Activity: Make a line of pennies and flick one into the bottom end and see what 
moves. Repeat with a stack. 

e. Activity: Put a glass/cup of water on the table with paper underneath it. Pull the 
paper out quickly.  What happens? 

4. Scientist: 5. Show the effects of atmospheric pressure. 6. Show the effects of air 
pressure. 7. Show the effects of water pressure. " 
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a. Activity: Experiment in Webelos book with bottle and paper.  Step 1:  have each 
boy make a ball from 1 in.² paper. Step 2:   have the boys lay the 2 L bottle on its 
side and stick the ball of paper inside the neck. Step 3: have the boys blow into 
the bottle. What happens to the piece of paper ball? It should pop out, which is 
counterintuitive. Explain why this happens due to increased air pressure when 
you blow into the bottle. 

b. Activity: The Upside-Down Glass That Won't Spill: Fill a drinking glass to the very 
top with water. The water should spill over the top a bit.  Carefully lay the 
cardboard square to completely cover the top the glass.  Holding the cardboard 
on top, turn the glass over until it is straight upside down.  Stop holding the 
cardboard on as it will stay on by itself. (boyscoutrail.com) 

c. Activity: The Undrinkable Drinks -- Using a can opener make a small hole in a 
can of juice.  Try to drink the juice.  What happens when you punch another hole 
in the can?  Open a bottle of juice.  Add enough water to fill the bottle to the very 
top.  Put in a straw.  Use clay to completely block the opening of the bottle 
around the straw.  Try to drink the juice. (boyscouttrail.com) 

d. Activity: Can hole experiment in webelos book.  Put the boys in small groups. 
Each group should have 2 empty cans and a can opener along with a small 
supply of water. Step 1:  using the can opener, have the boys punch holes 
approximately evenly around the bottom of one of the cans. Step 2: using the can 
opener and the second can, have the boys punch three holes at different levels 
of the can but not one above each other. Step 3: fill both cans with water and 
observe how the different streams behave. Step 4: discuss why the streams 
behave this way with the boys. 
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Scientist Day 3 
Setup/things to have on hand: 

● Ensure weather station is in place and operating 
● Their weather beltloop worksheets (save from previous day, organize by group) 
● Chairs (or picnic table seats), trees without poison ivy 
● A ruler or dowel 
● Clay 
● Water supply 
● 2L bottles 
● Styrofoam (lightweight) for wings 
● Razor blades or scissors 
● Paper 
● Markers 
● Time measuring device 
● Water rocket launchers 

 
Activities: 

1. Weather BL: 2. Record weather 
a. Activity: have them measure the weather and write it on the worksheet. 
b. Collect the worksheets. 

2. Science BL: 1. Explain the scientific method to your adult partner.  Science BL: 2. Use 
the scientific method in a simple science project. Explain the results to an adult." 

a. Activity: Show scientific method poster.  Discuss it and then explain the water 
rocket activity.   

b. Activity: Build and launch water rockets. Experiment with at least one wing style 
and one nose cone style. Do this in groups. Explain how this fits the scientific 
method to the adults present.  Record launch time on paper.  Figure out which 
was best.  Note, it is ok to get nice and wet doing this :)  

3. If there is time after rockets: Scientist 11. Explain how you use your center of gravity to 
keep your balance.   Show three different balancing tricks. 

a. Activity: Try standing up without leaning forward (in webelos book). Talk about 
center of gravity.  This is hard for the boys to actually do. Most of them will cheat 
by leaning forward and claiming they did it.  Pair them up if necessary and have 
their partner ensure they don’t lean forward. 

b. Activity: Lean against the doorway exercise from the webelos book.  Since we 
won't have doorways, use trees.  Be careful to watch for poison ivy.  Stand with 
one shoulder, arm, and leg touching but not leaning against the tree. Try to bring 
the outside foot (the one not leaning against a tree) up to touch the one against 
the tree. Stop when you feel like you’re going to lose your balance.  Discuss 
center of balance. Some of the boys will find this easy because they are not 
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properly standing. Make sure they are touching the tree but not putting a lot of 
weight on it.  

c. Activity: Balance a ruler or dowel on your hand.  Move a weight around on it and 
see how easy it is to balance with it in different locations. 
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Scientist Day 4 
Setup/things to have on hand: 

● Ensure weather station is in place and operating 
● Their weather belt loop worksheets (save from previous day, organize by group) 
● Model rockets 
● Printouts from the websites: 

○ https://people.creighton.edu/~bjs74318/bluejay/pack114/funpages/web-sci2.html 
○ http://kids.niehs.nih.gov/games/illusions/ 

 
Activities: 

1. Weather BL: 2. Record weather 
○ Activity: have them measure the weather and write it on the worksheet. 
○ Collect the worksheets. 

2. Scientist 12. Show in three different ways how your eyes work together, and show what 
is meant by an optical illusion. 

○ Activity: The hole in your hand experiment (webelos book).  Roll a sheet of paper 
into a tube. Hold the edge of the tube against the side of your hand. With one eye 
look through the tube. With the other eye, look at your hand. Why is there a hole 
in your hand? 

○ Activity:  Do the illusions from 
https://people.creighton.edu/~bjs74318/bluejay/pack114/funpages/web-sci2.html 

○ Activity:  Do the illusions from http://kids.niehs.nih.gov/games/illusions/ 
○ Discuss the  illusions and why they are happening at the end. 

3. Scientist 8. With adult supervision, build and launch a model rocket.    Describe how 
Newton's third law of motion explains how the rocket is propelled into the sky. 

○ Activity: Build and decorate the rockets. The rockets will fly the next day after the 
glue has dried. Make sure each boy has his name and group on the rocket. Save 
the rockets by group for tomorrow. 
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Scientist Day 5 
 
Setup/things to have on hand: 

● Ensure weather station is in place and operating 
● Their weather beltloop worksheets (save from previous day, organize by group) 
● Rocket launcher 

 
Activities: 

1. Weather BL: 2. Record weather 
a. Activity: have them measure the weather and write it on the worksheet. 
b. They keep their worksheets! (To finish at home) 

2. Scientist 8. With adult supervision, build and launch a model rocket.    Describe how 
Newton's third law of motion explains how the rocket is propelled into the sky. 

a. Activity: Launch the rockets.  Have the boys recover each rocket.  Remember 
that guide to safe scouting says the adult is actually launching (lighting the fire).  
The boys can push the button (if we have such a system).   Have the boys 
measure time in the air. 

 
 

 
 


